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Abstract
Objective: In the United States, people of color (POC) are disproportionately affected by various
sources of stress and prevalent mental and physical health issues that may benefit from
Mindfulness-based Interventions (MBIs). However, effects of MBIs for POC are unclear. This
meta-analysis examines the efficacy of MBIs through randomized controlled trials (RCTs) that
included predominately POC (75% of the sample). Method: Random effects models were used
to synthesize effect sizes. A total of 24 RCT samples were analyzed. Results: Samples were on
average 94.4% POC and predominantly from low-income backgrounds (total N = 2,156). At
post-treatment, MBIs yielded small but statistically superior outcomes to active controls
(Hedges’ g = 0.11) and inactive controls (g = 0.26). Compared to active controls, MBIs’ effects
on well-being were smaller than their effects on other outcome types. Compared to inactive
controls, MBIs that focused on non-clinical populations and had higher proportion of POC had
larger effect sizes. Attrition rates of MBIs did not differ from other active conditions in
outpatient settings. Conclusion: Findings provide modest, preliminary empirical support for
MBIs among POC. We discuss main findings, limitations, and implications for future MBI
research for health promotion among POC.
Keywords: mindfulness; meta-analysis; racial/ethnic minorities; evidence-based treatments
Clinical or methodological significance of this article: This is the first meta-analysis that
examines the efficacy of mindfulness-based interventions (MBIs) for POC, a population affected
by various mental and physical health disparities. MBIs had significant, yet small effects
compared to inactive controls and active controls. Results provide modest, preliminary support
for the potential utility of MBIs for health promotion among POC.
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Mindfulness-Based Interventions among People of Color:
A Systematic Review and Meta-Analysis
People of color (POC)1 in the United States (U.S.) are disproportionately affected by
various structural inequalities such as mass incarceration (Wildeman & Wang, 2017), racism
(Bailey et al., 2017), and housing and economic difficulties (Zimmerman & Anderson, 2019).
Cumulatively, such adversities harm the well-being of POC (Bailey et al., 2017; Wildeman &
Wang, 2017; Zimmerman & Anderson, 2019). POC show high rates of psychological and
physical health issues, such as depressive symptomology (Bailey, Mokonogho, & Kumar, 2019),
risk of trauma exposure and Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) (Asnaani & Hall-Clark,
2017), hypertension and cardiovascular disease (Balfour, Rodriguez, & Ferdinand, 2015), and
HIV/AIDS (Millett et al., 2012). Further, racial disparities exist in mental health treatment and
healthcare: POC are less likely to utilize and more likely to prematurely withdraw from services
(Cooper & Conklin, 2015; McClendon, Dean, & Galovski, 2020), resulting in limited benefits of
usual care and more persistent conditions (e.g., depression chronicity) (Bailey et al., 2019).
Various factors contribute to this reduced health service utilization, such as mistrust of providers
and health systems; negative attitudes (e.g., stigma) toward seeking professional psychological
help; and the lack of affordable, culturally competent services (Atdjian & Vega, 2005; Sun,
Hoyt, Brockberg, Lam, & Tiwari, 2016).
Recent decades have witnessed the rapid growth of research in mindfulness (Goldberg,
Riordan, Sun, & Davidson, 2021), which can be defined as “paying attention in a particular way,
on purpose, in the present moment, and nonjudgmentally” (Kabat-Zinn, 1994, p. 4).

1

POC is an umbrella term to represent people in the U.S. with historical or ancestral heritage in African, Asian,
Latinx, American Indian/Alaska Native, and Polynesian American communities. Consistent with the Race and
Ethnicity Guidelines in Psychology (APA, 2019), we opted to use the term “POC” instead of “racial and ethnic
minorities,” given the changing demographics in some regions of the U.S.
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Mindfulness-based interventions (MBIs), such as Mindfulness-based Stress Reduction (MBSR)
(Kabat-Zinn, 1990) and Mindfulness-based Cognitive Therapy (MBCT) (Teasdale et al., 2000),
often utilize a group format and employ an experiential learning approach to foster mindfulness.
Meta-analyses have demonstrated MBIs’ efficacy in improving health outcomes among
conditions that are prevalent among POC, such as psychiatric symptoms (Galante et al., 2021;
Goldberg et al., 2018), HIV/AIDS (Scott-Sheldon et al., 2018), cardiovascular conditions
(Abbott et al., 2014) and hypertension (Lee et al., 2020). Thus, MBIs could potentially offer
transdiagnostic efficacy and benefits to POC.
However, POC have been underrepresented in MBI research. A systematic review of
demographic characteristics in 69 RCTs of MBSR and MBCT in the U.S. found that among the
45 studies that reported data on race and income, 76% participants identified as non-Hispanic
White and most studies had more than half of participants making over $40,000 annually
(Waldron, Hong, Moskowitz, & Burnett-Zeigler, 2018). These demographics contrast the
racial/ethnic and socioeconomic diversity in the general U.S. population (60.4% non-Hispanic
White, per capita 12-month income of $32,621; Unites States Census Bureau, 2019). Thus, the
efficacy of MBIs among POC is unclear, in part due to limited research.
Further, extent literature suggests mixed findings regarding the acceptability of MBIs to
POC. Some scholars have argued that certain aspects of MBIs are especially culturally relevant
to POC including attention to overall health and well-being; emphasis on resilience rather than
psychopathology; and the group-based, communal delivery formats (LoParo, Mack, Patterson,
Negi, & Kaslow, 2018; Woods-Giscombé & Gaylord, 2014). Therefore, although not designed to
address provider- or systemic- level factors such as institutional racism or health policy, as a
patient/client-level intervention, MBIs may provide a feasible, relevant, and efficacious approach
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to ameliorate the burden of health disparities and enhance health outcomes among POC (e.g.,
Woods-Giscombé & Gaylord, 2014). However, evidence on acceptability has been mixed. Using
the National Health Interview Survey data, Olano et al. (2015) found lower engagement in
mindfulness practices among non-Hispanic Blacks and Hispanics relative to non-Hispanic
Whites (Olano et al., 2015). In contrast, a recent study found Hispanic veterans were more likely
to report using meditation in the past year compared to non-Hispanic White veterans (Goldberg
et al., 2019). If acceptability of MBIs is low among POC, adaptation to improve MBIs’ fit and
cultural relevancy may be needed to achieve their full potential.
The dearth of research and mixed findings of MBIs among POC limits our understanding
of the utility and efficacy of MBIs for this population. While prior reviews have clarified the
relative lack of representation of POC within MBI research (Waldron et al., 2018) and few
instances of cultural adaptation (DeLuca, Kelman, & Waelde, 2018), no review has actually
evaluated the efficacy and acceptability of MBIs among POC. A quantitative synthesis of
research in this area can help clarify the empirical promise of this intervention approach.
Present Study
The current systematic review and meta-analysis was conducted to characterize the
efficacy of MBIs in POC in the United States. As with any evidence-based intervention
(American Psychological Association, 2006), understanding the efficacy of MBIs in specific
populations, particularly marginalized and underserved populations (who tend to engage less in
conventional, evidence-based treatment, Alegría, Alvarez, Ishikawa, DiMarzio, & McPeck,
2016), is crucial to broaden the application of MBIs and evaluate their potential for improving
population health. Thus, the primary aim of the study was to systematically review available
RCTs testing MBIs for POC and conduct a meta-analysis examining the efficacy of MBIs for
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POC. Acceptability of MBIs compared to other active controls was also evaluated. In addition,
we aimed to explore study characteristics that may moderate treatment effects to inform future
intervention trials (e.g., sample and intervention characteristics, outcome type).
Method
This meta-analysis was conducted in accordance with the Preferred Reporting Items for
Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) statement (Moher, Liberati, Tetzlaff,
Altman, & the PRISMA Group, 2009). The study was registered in a public systematic review
registry (PROSPERO; CRD42019124968).
Eligibility Criteria
To be included, studies needed to (a) be written in English, (b) take place in the U.S., (c)
include an RCT that had an intervention and a control condition, and (d) include at least 75%
POC in the full sample. The 75% threshold was selected for two main reasons. First, social
science research shows that the “tipping point” of a majority representation is 75% for the group
to remain relatively homogenous in terms of culture and social norms (Centola, Becker,
Brackbill, & Baronchelli, 2018). Second, previous review regarding mindfulness for POC used
this cutoff (DeLuca et al., 2018), which allows comparison between the current study and prior
work in this area. In addition, eligible studies need to include a mindfulness-based intervention,
which is defined in consistence with previous meta-analyses on MBIs (e.g., Goldberg et al.,
2018; Dunning et al., 2019) and the conceptual definition of mindfulness-based programs (Crane
et al., 2017). Specifically, eligible studies needed to (e) include mindfulness meditation as a core
component of the intervention condition (Crane et al., 2017) and (f) include MBIs of at least two
sessions so that participants had an opportunity to engage in home practice of mindfulness-based
meditation (e.g., brief inductions were excluded). Treatments that emphasized the attitudinal
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stance of mindfulness (e.g., Acceptance and Commitment Therapy) or incorporated mindfulness
as one the several treatment components (e.g., Dialectical Behavioral Therapy) were excluded.
Compassion-based interventions that did not use mindfulness as a major component of the
treatment were also excluded. In addition, eligible studies also needed to (g) use a randomized
controlled design, (h) have a non-mindfulness control group, and (i) report data necessarily for
computing for effect sizes (e.g., means and standard deviations, t- or F-statistics).
Information Sources
We identified studies by conducting searches on PsycINFO, ProQuest, PubMed, and
ProQuest Dissertations and Theses to find published or unpublished English-language studies
that reported data based on RCTs. A clinical trials register (www.clinicaltrials.gov) was also
searched to detect potential completed trials that had not yet been published.
Search
We completed the search in January 2021 using search terms “mindfulness” and
“randomized”, combined with “racial minority” or “ethnic minority” or “African American” or
“Black” or “Asian” or “Latino/a/x” or “Hispanic” or “Mexican American” or “Native American”
or “Pacific Islander.” Search terms in each dataset are reported in Supplemental Table 1.
Study Selection
The first and second authors independently completed coding of potential eligible studies
for inclusion. Both individuals are PhD-level psychologists with previous experience conducting
meta-analyses. Disagreements were discussed until a consensus was reached.
Data Collection Process
The first author developed a coding manual to extract study-level data as potential
moderators, as described below. Coding was completed separately by the first and second
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authors. Interrater agreement was assessed for study inclusion and the coding of other study data.
Inter-rater reliabilities were in the good to excellent range (i.e., kappas and ICCs > .60; Cicchetti,
1994). Discrepancy were resolved through discussion until agreement was reached.
Data Items
Data necessary for computing standardized effect sizes were extracted (i.e., means,
standard deviations, etc.). In addition, the following data items were coded:
Control type. Consistent with prior meta-analyses of MBIs (Goldberg et al., 2018;
Khoury et al., 2013) and psychological interventions generally (Wampold et al., 1997), control
conditions were coded based whether or not they were intended to be therapeutic (i.e., promote
positive psychological or behavioral health change; Wampold et al., 1997). Active control
conditions involved engagement of participants in interventions intended to create or facilitate
change (i.e., evidence-based treatment, Leonard et al., 2013; skills training, Lyons, Womack,
Cantrell, & Kenemore, 2018; social support group, Palta et al., 2012; health education, Sibinga et
al., 2013). Inactive controls did not involve treatment that was intended to be therapeutic (e.g.,
waitlist, Fung et al., 2019; treatment-as-usual [TAU] conditions in which both the MBI and nonMBI arm received ongoing TAU, Zhang & Emory, 2015).
Population characteristics. Study population characteristics coded included
race/ethnicity, mean age, gender (percent female), and income. Income was coded as lowincome, not low-income, or not reported based on each study’s description of the sample or
population from which the sample was recruited (e.g., 86.1% sample had annual income <
$15,000, Alegría et al., 2019).
Mindfulness intervention characteristics. We coded MBI duration and dosage along
with whether or not the MBI was adapted. Given the meta-analytic sample engaged POC largely
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from lower socioeconomic backgrounds and that many participants had other disadvantaged
social positions (e.g., incarcerated) and health conditions (e.g., HIV+, hypertensive), intervention
adaptation was rated separately on the following two criteria (1 = Yes, 0 = No): (1) was any
adaptation conducted for the population, (2) was any cultural adaptation conducted for POC,
which was defined as systematic modifications of the treatment “to consider language, culture,
and context in such a way that is compatible with the client’s cultural patterns, meanings, and
values” (Bernal, Jiménez-Chafey, & Domenech Rodríguez, 2009, p. 362), such as using cultural
metaphors, incorporating cultural-specific elements in intervention.
Study setting. Study setting was a potential moderator of interest that may reflect
differential efficacy across subpopulations (Zoogman, Goldberg, Hoyt, & Miller, 2015). We first
qualitatively coded the description of study setting (e.g., “an alternative high school for high-risk
adolescents”). Then, we categorized study setting in three types: (1) school, (2) correctional/
residential facilities, and (3) community-based settings.
Outcome type. To investigate if MBIs are more efficacious for POC on certain
outcomes, we coded outcome type (see Supplemental Materials Table 2). Within each study,
outcomes were categorized into one of the following types: (1) psychological symptoms (e.g.,
anxiety, depression, PTSD, perceived stress), (2) psychosomatic health (e.g., self-reported
somatic symptoms/health); (3) biomarkers (non-self-reported biological markers, such as cortisol
level, blood pressure, CD4+), (4) cognitive outcomes (e.g., ADHD symptoms, cognitive task
performance), (5) mindfulness (including self-reported mindfulness and self-compassion), (6)
coping skills, and (7) well-being (e.g., quality of life, subjective well-being).
Risk of Bias in Individual Studies
The methodological quality of each study was independently assessed by the first two
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authors using a modified Jadad’s criteria (Jadad et al., 1996) that has been used in previous MBI
research (Piet & Hougaard, 2011). The following criteria were applied (1 = Present; 0 = Absent;
range = [0, 5]): (1) participants were randomized through an adequate randomization procedure,
(2) outcome assessment was blinded (e.g., assessed by blinded clinician or non-self-report
measure), (3) study groups were similar with regard to baseline demographic and psychosocial
characteristics or adjustments were made to correct for baseline imbalance, (4) the description of
drop-outs was provided, and (5) intent-to-treat analysis was used.
Synthesis of Results
Effect size calculation. Our primary effect size measure was the standardized mean
difference (Hedges’ g). Hedges’ g is a variation of Cohen’s d that is corrected for small sample
bias (Hedges & Olkin, 1985). Analyses were conducted using R statistical software and the
‘metafor’ and ‘MAd’ packages (Del Re & Hoyt, 2010; R Core Team, 2016; Viechtbauer, 2010).
Random effects models were computed, with effects weighted based on the inverse of their
variance. Consistent with prior meta-analyses of psychological interventions (Wampold et al.,
1997) and MBIs (Galante et al., 2021; Goldberg et al., 2021, 2018), efficacy analyses were
conducted separately for MBIs in comparison to active controls and inactive controls since they
represent differed meanings (i.e., the efficacy of MBIs relative to another intervention intended
to be therapeutic vs. passage of time).
Effect sizes were calculated based on pre- and post-intervention means and standard
deviations (SD), when available. Other reported statistics (e.g., t- or F-statistics, p-values, odds
ratios) were used as needed in accordance with standard meta-analytic methods (Cooper,
Hedges, & Valentine, 2009). Hedges’ g was calculated first for each measured outcome within
every study in following steps (Hedges & Olkin, 1985). First, Cohen’s dwithin was calculated
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within intervention and control groups separately, from pre- to post-intervention (or pre- to
follow-up), when pre-intervention data was available (and post-intervention data was used when
pre-intervention outcomes were not reported). Second, the between-group difference was
calculated using to calculate Cohen’s dbetween. Third, Hedges’ g was calculated by multiplying
Cohen’s dbetween by a correction (Hedges & Olkin, 1985).
Variance was calculated using Becker's (1988) statistical technique. Prior to aggregation
across studies, data were first aggregated within studies. In cases where separate subscales
reflected a larger, more global construct (e.g., nine subscales of the Symptoms Checklist-90;
Derogatis & Unger, 2010), subscales were first aggregated within a given measure using the
‘agg’ function in the ‘MAd’ package (Del Re & Hoyt, 2010), followed by aggregation across
measures within studies (for analyses involving the overall effect). Then, between-study effect
sizes were aggregated, using restricted maximum likelihood random effects analyses (Cooper et
al., 2009). Summary statistics were computed in Hedges’ g units along with corresponding 95%
confidence intervals. Hedges’ g can be interpreted according to Cohen's (1988) conventions as
small (0.20), medium (0.50), and large (0.80). Following omnibus test, false discovery rate
(FDR) correction was made using the Benjamini-Hochberg procedure. Heterogeneity was
assessed using the I2 (the ratio of true heterogeneity to observed variation) and Q-statistic
(evaluating whether between-study heterogeneity exceeded that expected by chance) (Higgins,
Thompson, Deeks, & Altman, 2003).
Attrition. We computed odds ratio of dropout from MBIs relative to control to estimate
differential attrition (Cooper et al., 2009). Differential attrition was only calculated for studies
that (a) utilized an active control to compare MBI to another condition that also intended to be
therapeutic and (b) in a setting where participants can freely withdrawal (i.e., outpatient).
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Exploratory moderator analyses. Following the methodological criteria and
recommendations for assessment of moderators in systematic reviews of randomized controlled
trials (RCTs) (Pincus et al., 2011), moderator analyses are necessary to inform future clinical
trials. As there is limited prior meta-analytic research and theory regarding the use of MBIs for
POC, moderator analyses were exploratory rather than based on a priori hypothesis. We followed
Fu et al.'s (2011) recommendation to require k ≥ 4 studies within each subcategory for
categorical moderator tests (e.g., study setting). Thus, some moderator tests were not conducted
due to the limited number of studies. Analyses were conducted within each control type (i.e.,
active, inactive) and completed using the ‘rma’ function in the ‘metafor’ package (Viechtbauer,
2010). We tested both categorial (e.g., study setting) and continuous (e.g., mean age) moderators.
For key subcategories of interest (i.e., study setting, outcome type), sub-analyses were also
conducted for descriptive purposes when k ≥ 2 studies were available.
Risk of Bias across Studies
We assessed publication bias by visually inspecting funnel plots for asymmetry
disaggregated by control condition (i.e., active, inactive). Models were also re-estimated using
trim-and-fill methods that account for the asymmetric distribution of studies around an omnibus
effect (Duval & Tweedie, 2000). In addition, we also examined study quality (i.e., modified
Jadad scores) as a moderator of treatment effects within each control type.
Results
Study Selection
The search produced 550 citations. After removing duplicates, titles and abstracts were
reviewed, resulting in a total of 84 for full text review. After applying the exclusion criteria, we
retained 26 studies. Among them, four studies did not report sufficient data for estimating effect
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sizes, even after contacting authors of the original studies. Therefore, a total of 22 studies were
included in the meta-analysis, and among them, two studies compared an MBI to both an active
and an inactive control, yielding 24 comparisons. Thus, the final sample included 16 studies that
compared an MBI to an active control and 8 studies that compared an MBI to an inactive control.
Among them, all reported post-treatment assessments with two also reporting follow-up data.
The PRISMA flow diagram is shown in Supplemental Material Figure 1.
Study Characteristics
Study characteristics are reported for each study in Supplemental Material Table 3. The
sample had a total of 2,156 participants and was 94.4% POC (range = [77.5%, 100%]). Average
sample size was 98 (SD = 96.9, range = [19, 341]) participants per study. The sample was on
average 23.2 years old (range = [7.9, 72.9]), with approximately half being male (50.8%, range =
[0%, 100%]). The majority of studies focused on African Americans (k = 14, 63.6%), three
studies included a combination of Asian American and Latinx/Hispanic participants (13.6%),
two studies focused primarily on Latinx/Hispanic participants (9.1%), two studies included
participants with a mix of racial/ethnic minority backgrounds (9.1%), and one had a mix of
Latinx and African American participants (4.5%). Among the 17 studies that reported
participants’ income level, 14 studies (82.4%) indicated the sample was predominately lowincome (see Supplemental Material Table 3). Most study samples (k = 14, 63.6%) had a clinical
diagnosis (medical and/or psychiatric), elevated symptoms, or legal status that distinguish them
from the general population (e.g., incarcerated with substance use disorder). The average
duration of MBIs in all studies was 9 weeks (range = [4, 12] weeks). The majority of the
interventions (k = 14; 63.6%) were derived from Mindfulness-based Stress Reduction (MBSR) (k
= 12; 54.5%) or Mindfulness-based Cognitive Therapy (MBCT) (k = 2; 9.1%). Most common
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outcome was psychological in included trials (reported in 17 out of 22 RCTs, 77.3%).
Risk of Bias within Studies
All included studies used randomized designs. Two studies included both an active and
inactive control arm (i.e., three-armed design). A total of 16 studies (72.7%) included an active
control and 8 studies (36.4%) included an inactive control. A total of 13 studies (59.1%) used at
least one blinded outcome assessment (i.e., non-self-report measure). The majority of studies (k
= 15; 68.2%) compared MBIs and control groups at baseline and made adjustments if a
significant difference was detected. A total of 19 studies (86.4%) reported drop-out rates. Half of
the studies (k = 11, 50.0%) used intent-to-treat analysis. The average Jadad quality score among
studies was 3.68 (SD = 0.99, range = [2, 5]; Supplemental Materials Table 4). More than half of
studies (k = 13; 59.1%) received a ≥4 or higher quality score (maximum score = 5).
Results of Individual Studies
Effect sizes reflecting the impact of MBIs for each included study are shown in Figure 1
and Supplemental Materials Table 5.
Synthesis of Results
Efficacy. When aggregated across all outcomes, MBIs were shown to be overall
modestly superior to active control conditions (k = 16, g = 0.11, 95%CI = [0.04, 0.18], p = .002)
as well as inactive control conditions (k = 8, g = 0.26, 95%CI = [0.07, 0.45], p = .007). Results
remained significant after FDR correction (p values adjusted as .004 and .007, correspondingly).
Heterogeneity was low for studies using active controls (I2 = 0.00%, 95%CI = [0.00%, 17.94%])
and moderate for studies using inactive controls (I2 = 54.03%, 95%CI = [8.55%, 85.50%]).
Attrition. Differential attrition were calculated in studies that included an active control
that received an intervention and where individuals could freely withdraw (i.e., outpatient, k = 8).
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Rates of attrition varied considerably, range = [0, 71.4%] in MBIs (weighted M = 22.0%) and
range = [0, 78.6%] in controls (weighted M = 19.7%). Rates of attrition between MBI and
control group were highly correlated, r = .98. Participants randomized to MBIs were no more
likely to drop out than the control group (OR = 0.97, 95%CI = [0.57, 1.64], p = .91).
Heterogeneity was low across studies (Q [6] = 2.38, I2 = 0.00%, 95%CI = [0.00%, 33.23%]).
Risk of Bias across Studies
Asymmetric funnel plots suggested evidence for publication bias for MBIs versus active
and inactive controls (see Supplemental Materials Figures 2 & 3), with one study missing from
the left side of the omnibus effect for active control comparisons and studies missing from the
right side of the omnibus effect for inactive control comparisons. Based on a trim-and-fill
analysis, MBIs continued to show significantly superiority to active controls with the addition of
one imputed study and the omnibus effect size adjusted, g = 0.11, 95%CI = [0.04, 0.18], p
= .003, as well as to inactive controls with the addition of four imputed studies and adjusted
omnibus effect size, g = 0.45, 95%CI = [0.24, 0.65], p < .001.
Exploratory Moderator Analyses
Moderator analyses were conducted separately for active and inactive comparisons.
Sample characteristics. Sample characteristics tested as potential moderators of
treatment effects included mean age and age group (i.e., youth vs. adult), percentage female,
income level, proportion of POC, and proportion of each racial minority group (African
American, Asian American, Latinx/Hispanic, and Multiracial). Among studies that used active
controls, none of these characteristics emerged as significant moderators (see Supplemental
Materials Table 6). Among studies that used inactive controls, two significant moderators were
found: comparisons using a clinical population showed significantly smaller effects for MBIs
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than those targeted a general population (B = -0.45, 95%CI = [-0.70, -0.20], Q[1] = 12.47, p
< .001), and studies with higher proportion of POC had larger effect sizes in favor of MBIs (B =
0.06, 95%CI = [0.02, 0.09], Q[1] = 11.20, p < .001; see Supplemental Materials Table 6).
Intervention characteristics. Intervention duration, dosage (number of weeks, number
of minutes per week, total time engaged in treatment), adaptation, and study quality were not
significant moderators of treatment effects (see Supplemental Materials Table 7). While most
studies used an intervention adapted for their target population (k = 17 in active control, 94.4%
and k = 5 in inactive control, 83.3%), these adaptations involved non-cultural elements (e.g.,
Lyons, Womack, Cantrell, & Kenemore, 2018). Only two studies employed cultural adaptation
(k = 1 in active control, Black & Amaro, 2019 and k = 1 in inactive control, Alegría et al., 2019).
Study setting. Only studies using active controls had a sufficient number (i.e., k ≥ 4; Fu
et al., 2011) to allow formal moderator testing. Effects did not differ significantly across settings
(k = 16, Q[2] = 2.85, p = .240; see Supplemental Material Table 8). Effect size aggregation was
performed for each setting for descriptive purpose. In comparison to active controls, MBIs
yielded better outcomes in school (k = 5, g = 0.14, 95%CI = [0.01, 0.27], p = .038) and
correctional/residential settings (k = 4, g = 0.20, 95%CI = [0.05, 0.34], p = .008), but did not
differ from controls in community-based settings (k = 7, g = 0.05, 95%CI = [-0.05, 0.16], p
= .333). In comparison to inactive controls, MBIs were superior in school settings (k =3, g =
0.46, 95%CI = [0.18, 0.73], p = .001) but not in community-based settings (k = 5, g = 0.08,
95%CI = [-0.07, 0.23], p = .310). No study in correctional/residential settings used an inactive
control. Supplemental Material Figure 4 presents forest plot separated by study settings.
Outcome type. For moderator analysis, sufficient studies were available for four
outcome types in studies with active controls (ks = 12, 8, 6, 6, 6, and 4, for psychological,
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mindfulness, biomarkers, coping, behavioral, and well-being outcome types, respectively).
Outcome type was not a significant moderator (Q[4] = 7.36, p = .118). However, inspection of
the subgroup omnibus analyses for the various outcome types suggested well-being outcomes
may differ from other types. A post hoc test evaluating this possibility with outcomes coded as
well-being or non-well-being indicated that effects were indeed statistically small when wellbeing outcomes were assessed in studies using active controls (Q[1] = 4.06, I2 = 40.56%, 95%CI
= [3.45%, 64.38%], p = .044). MBIs yielded significantly smaller effects in well-being than other
outcomes when compared to active controls (B = -0.33, 95%CI = [- .65, - .01]; Supplemental
Materials Table 8). Among studies that used inactive controls, only psychological outcomes met
the threshold (k  4). Thus, moderator analysis was not conducted in this subsample.
Effects of MBIs were examined within seven outcome domains and separately for active
and inactive comparisons for descriptive purposes when k ≥2 (also see Supplemental Material
Figure 5). Among studies that utilized an active control, MBIs were superior in reducing
psychological symptoms (g = 0.13, 95%CI = [0.02, 0.24]) and improving psychosomatic health
(g = 0.26, 95%CI = [0.06, 0.46]). MBIs did not differ from other active controls in the following
domains: biomarkers (g = 0.07, 95%CI = [-0.20, 0.34]), cognitive outcomes (g = 0.45, 95%CI =
[-0.12, 1.01]), mindfulness (g = 0.12, 95%CI = [-0.09, .33]), coping skills (g = 0.15, 95%CI = [0.07, 0.37]), well-being (g = -0.23, 95%CI = [-0.51, 0.04]), and behavioral outcomes (g = -0.08,
95%CI = [-0.21, 0.04]). Among studies that included an inactive control, MBIs were superior on
improving cognitive outcomes (g = 0.25, 95%CI = [0.02, 0.48]), mindfulness (g = 0.63, 95%CI =
[0.04, 1.21]), and coping (g = 0.52, 95%CI = [0.10, 0.93]), but MBIs did not differ from inactive
controls in psychological (g = 0.16, 95%CI = [-0.28, 0.60]), biomarkers (g = 0.05, 95%CI = [0.32, 0.43]), and behavioral outcomes (g = 0.11, 95%CI = [-0.13, 0.36]).
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Discussion

This is the first meta-analysis to examine the effects of MBIs specifically for POC. In an
overall sample of 2,156 participants (94.4% POC) drawn from 22 RCTs with 24 comparisons,
results provide an empirical synthesis on the utility of MBIs in this population. Based on
Cohen’s (1988) guidelines, an effect size below small (g = 0.11) was detected in comparison to
active controls and a small effect size (g = 0.26) was detected in comparison to inactive controls.
Effects remained significant after accounting for publication bias in trim-and-fill analyses.
Although these effects mirror the statistical significance seen in previous large-scale
meta-analyses of MBI RCTs, the current effect size are smaller in magnitude compared to
findings in other populations. In psychiatric and medical populations, meta-analyses reported the
relative efficacy of MBIs to be gs = 0.23 (Goldberg et al., 2018) and 0.33 (Khoury et al., 2013)
compared to active controls and gs = 0.53 (Khoury et al., 2013) and 0.55 (Goldberg et al., 2018)
compared to inactive controls. In healthy adults, Khoury et al. (2015) found g = 0.53 comparing
to largely inactive controls (waitlist). Among youth, Dunning et al. (2019) reported ds = 0.26 and
0.38 for comparisons with active and inactive controls, respectively. At present, the reason for
smaller effects in the current meta-analysis is unclear. Outside of MBIs, a meta-analytic review
of Cognitive Behavioral Therapy (CBT) for substance use found that its longitudinal effect was
stronger in non-Hispanic White than Black and Hispanic samples, suggesting potential racial
disparity in treatment (Windsor, Jemal, & Alessi, 2015). It is possible that structural challenges
(e.g., socioeconomic status, neighborhood violence) that disproportionately affect POC may pose
additional barriers for MBIs to achieving higher efficacy. The overall smaller effects of MBIs
among POC compared to other populations suggests the need for improvement.
Dropout rate is an important metric of intervention acceptability, and it’s been
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consistently documented that POC are more likely to prematurely terminate treatment (Cooper &
Conklin, 2015; McClendon et al., 2020). Our synthesis on attrition suggests that MBIs did not
differ from other active controls in acceptability in outpatient settings. This may be good news –
MBIs did not perform worse – but also indicates room for improvement (i.e., MBIs could be
adapted to increase acceptability relative to other interventions). Given that all samples were
predominately POC, it is intriguing that only two employed cultural adaptation (Alegría et al.,
2019; Black & Amaro, 2019). This is particularly surprising given robust meta-analytic evidence
suggesting that cultural adaptation improves treatment engagement and outcomes (Hall, Ibaraki,
Huang, Marti, & Stice, 2016). Given that the majority of included studies involved some
adaptation, it is possible that the lack of cultural adaptation was due to study samples having
other demographic and clinical features that might have been more in the forefront of adaptation
consideration. Another possibility is that the lack of cultural adaptation reflects limited
recognition among treatment developers and clinical trialists about the potential benefits of these
modifications. Indeed, culturally-adapted MBIs may represent an important future opportunity
for MBI research to fully achieve the potential of MBIs in minority health promotion.
Moderator analyses were exploratory in nature and likely underpowered (Hedges &
Pigott, 2004). Thus, findings should be interpreted with caution and as potential indications for
clinically meaningful directions. Compared to inactive controls, MBIs were also more effective
for studies with higher rather than lower proportions of POC, although this effect did not appear
for comparisons with active controls. Potentially, a more homogenous POC group may promote
comfort, trust and group cohesion (Kivlighan, Drinane, Tao, Owen, & Liu, 2019), leading to
higher efficacy. Contrary to previous reports of meta-analyses noting that MBIs often have a
larger effect size for clinical rather than non-clinical populations (Galante et al., 2021; Zoogman
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et al., 2015), MBIs for POC were more effective in non-clinical compared to clinical samples
(e.g., psychiatric, medical) among RCTs utilizing inactive controls (although, again, this did not
appear for active controls). Given the meta-analytic sample largely encompassed POC often with
other sociodemographic advertises (e.g., low-income, trauma history), relatively brief MBIs
alone may not be sufficient and more intensive interventions may be necessary to support change
for POC with clinical conditions. It is also intriguing that among studies employing active
controls, MBIs had smaller effects on well-being compared to other domains of intervention
outcomes. This is consistent with a previous meta-analysis on the effects of mindfulness
meditation programs which showed stronger evidence in support of reduced distress (i.e., anxiety
and depression) than increased well-being (i.e., quality of life Goyal et al., 2014). It is also
possible that as there are various vulnerability factors at multiple levels that disproportionately
affect the health of POC (e.g., housing, unemployment, neighborhood violence) (Nazroo, 2003;
Smedley, 2012), MBI as an individual-level intervention may have limited effects in achieving
optimal well-being.
Limitations
Study findings should be interpreted in the context of several limitations. First, included
study samples were predominately from low-income backgrounds and many study participants
had other intersecting adversities (e.g., incarceration, exposure to neighborhood violence). Such
sample characteristics perhaps reflects the multiple systemic issues that disproportionately affect
POC, yet also limits the generalizability of findings to POC without these adversities. This
confounding between POC status and intersecting adversities in the included studies makes it
challenging to disentangle effects on either characteristic alone. A second and related limitation
is the heterogeneity of sample characteristics other than race/ethnicity such as mean age, setting,
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and clinical features. Given the early stage of MBI research for POC and limited numbers of
studies for subgroups of POC, we caution the claim that MBIs are equally effective across POC
subgroups (despite these features failing to predict variation in effect sizes in the current study).
In a related vein, given the included sample was relatively young (M = 18.6), study findings may
not be generalizable to older POC. Third, although the majority of studies used active controls (k
= 16), most used non-evidence-based treatments (e.g., health education, support group). Hence,
though MBIs were found to be superior to active controls, the effects of MBIs in comparison to
other evidence-based treatments for POC is still unknown. Fourth, only two of the studies
included follow-up assessment, precluding estimation of long-term effects. Fifth, exploratory
moderator tests may have produced false positives (Type I error). These tests were also likely
underpowered, as is commonly the case (Hedges & Pigott, 2004). Other errors such as
confounding between moderators and ecological fallacy may also have affected results (e.g.,
individuals and groups with one characteristic may tend to share other characteristics).
Implications for Future Research and Clinical Practice
Based on meta-analytic findings, we provide the following recommendations for future
MBI research with POC. First, more trials, particularly rigorous, large-scale RCTs with robust
control conditions are needed. As the majority of studies in the current meta-analysis focused on
African American and/or Latinx/Hispanic participants, more research on Native Americans and
Asian Americans are warranted. It would be valuable to include follow-up assessment to index
the degree to which benefits persist. It would also be helpful to consistently report assessments of
intervention quality (e.g., treatment integrity). These features are rarely reported (Goldberg et al.,
2017), but in theory may impact MBI outcomes, particularly when delivered in less resourced
settings. Another method for evaluating efficacy among racial/ethnic minority participants would
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be examining the proportion of samples that are racial/ethnic minority participants as a
moderator of effects within the full MBI literature.
Second, cultural adaptations of MBIs may be beneficial to address the needs of POC.
Qualitative, formative research is well-suited to guide intervention development and targeted
sample recruitment through a community-centered approach (Hwang, 2009). Adaptations may
consider the clinical characteristics of the target population (e.g., depressive symptomology,
hypertension) as well as the lived experiences of POC (e.g., structural racism, economic
difficulty) that may contribute to these health outcomes. It may be also valuable for treatment
developers to determine what target populations may traditionally believe causes relevant
symptoms or difficulties and what ways of healthy coping already exist within their
communities. Adaptation may therefore seek to find a balance between fidelity to the essence of
MBIs (Crane et al., 2017) and the unique cultural needs and preferences of a specific POC
population. Future RCTs (and eventually meta-analyses) could evaluate whether culturallyadapted MBIs yield superior outcomes in comparison to non-culturally adapted MBIs for POC in
terms of recruitment, engagement, retention, and efficacy (Biggers et al., 2020).
In a related vein, MBI researchers may consider including culturally-relevant and
culturally-validated outcome measures that attend to the experience of POC. Candidate
constructs may include acculturation/enculturation, mistrust, racial/ethnic identity, racial trauma,
experiences of discrimination and other forms of minority stress (Hall, 2001; Pascoe & Richman,
2009; Sun et al., 2016; Whaley, 2001). As evidence-based MBIs (e.g., MBSR) undergo
adaptation to meet the needs of POC, recording and reporting of treatment fidelity will also be
informative for continued assessment of the intervention’s adherence to and preservation of the
principles of mindfulness-based interventions (Crane et al., 2017) as well as the role of treatment
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fidelity in culturally adapted MBIs (Chu & Leino, 2017).
Third, it may be important to address structural components in future interventions. It is
possible that for certain minority groups (e.g., those with unstable housing, community violence
exposure), MBIs might be most effective as part of a multi-level intervention that addresses
factors affecting the well-being of POC on individual, interpersonal, and community levels. In
addition, considering that many POC subgroups experience multiple adversities, future research
may want to examine if extended interventions (e.g., beyond the typical 8-week length) may be
ideal to facilitate health promotion.
Findings of this systematic review also provide several implications for clinical practice
of mindfulness with POC. First, as indicated by sample characteristics, it may be beneficial for
mindfulness practitioners working with POC to attend to various intersecting identities and social
positions (e.g., socioeconomic status, history of incarceration, neighborhood factors) as well as
larger systemic and sociohistorical factors that may have affect their clients’ psychological health
and coping. Second, given the high prevalence of trauma exposure among POC (Alegria et al.,
2013), a trauma-sensitive approach to teaching mindfulness (Treleaven, 2018) may also be
beneficial. Finally, it is worth considering if and when MBIs may be a preferred approach. Given
the modest effect sizes observed here, coupled with the possibility that effects in the MBI
literature are inflated (e.g., due to researcher allegiance; Goldberg & Tucker, 2020), it is
important to consider MBIs as one of many evidence-based approaches that may help remediate
the adverse impacts of structural inequalities and promote population health among POC.
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Supplemental Materials Table 1. Complete list of search terms in datasets
Dataset
Search terms
PsycINFO
(“mindfulness” OR “mindful”) AND (“randomized”) AND
(“racial minority” OR “ethnic minority”) OR “Black” OR
“Asian” OR “Latino” OR “Latina” OR “Latinx” OR
“Hispanic” OR “Mexican American” OR “Native American”
OR “Pacific Islander” OR “immigrant”)
ProQuest

(“mindfulness” OR “mindful”) AND (“randomized”) AND
(“racial minority” OR “ethnic minority”) OR “Black” OR
“Asian” OR “Latino” OR “Latina” OR “Latinx” OR
“Hispanic” OR “Mexican American” OR “Native American”
OR “Pacific Islander” OR “immigrant”)

ProQuest Dissertation and
Thesis

(“mindfulness” OR “mindful”) AND (“randomized”) AND
(“racial minority” OR “ethnic minority”) OR “Black” OR
“Asian” OR “Latino” OR “Latina” OR “Latinx” OR
“Hispanic” OR “Mexican American” OR “Native American”
OR “Pacific Islander” OR “immigrant”)

PubMed

(“mindfulness” OR “mindful”) AND (“randomized”) AND
(“racial minority” OR “ethnic minority”) OR “Black” OR
“Asian” OR “Latino” OR “Latina” OR “Latinx” OR
“Hispanic” OR “Mexican American” OR “Native American”
OR “Pacific Islander” OR “immigrant”)

www.clinicaltrials.gov

“mindfulness”, “randomize”, “racial minority”
“mindfulness”, “randomize”, “ethnic minority”
“mindfulness”, “randomize”, “African American”
“mindfulness”, “randomize”, “Black”
“mindfulness”, “randomize”, “Asian”
“mindfulness”, “randomize”, “Latino”
“mindfulness”, “randomize”, “Latina”
“mindfulness”, “randomize”, “Latinx”
“mindfulness”, “randomize”, “Hispanic”
“mindfulness”, “randomize”, “Native American”
“mindfulness”, “randomize”, “Pacific Islander”
“mindfulness”, “randomize”, “immigrant”
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Supplemental Materials Table 2. All studies, corresponding outcome measures, coding of all measures to subcategories
Authors & Year
Measures/Constructs
Alegra et al, 2019
Positive Urine Test
ASI Lite- drug score
ASI Lite- alcohol score
PHQ-9
PTSD
Overall mental health
mindfulness-MAAS
Barnes, Pendergrast, Harshfield, & Treiber, 2008
SBP-daytime (school)
SBP-daytime (after school)
SBP-nighttime
DBP-daytime (school)
DBP-daytime (after school)
DBP-nighttime
Heart rate-daytime (school)
Heart rate-daytime (after school)
Heart rate-nighttime
Urinary volume
Sodium levels
Sodium retention rate
Black & Amaro, 2019
FFMQ-SF
Perceived Stress
Distress tolerance scale
Difficulties in emotion regulation scale
Depression Anxiety and Stress
PANAS-Negative
PANAS-Positive
Craving
Bluth et al., 2016
Mindfulness
Self-compassion
Social connectedness
Perceived Stress
Anxiety
Depression
Ellis et al., 2019
A1C
diabetes regimen adherence
blood glucose monitoring
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Categories
biomarker
behavioral
behavioral
psychological
psychological
psychological
mindfulness
biomarker
biomarker
biomarker
biomarker
biomarker
biomarker
biomarker
biomarker
biomarker
biomarker
biomarker
biomarker
mindfulness
psychological
coping
coping
psychological
psychological
psychological
psychological
mindfulness
mindfulness
psychological
psychological
psychological
psychological
biomarker
behavioral
behavioral
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Fung et al., 2019

Fung, Guo, Jin, Bear, & Lau, 2016

Himelstein, Saul, & Garcia-Romeu, 2015

Lawler, Esposito, Doyle, & Gunnar, 2019

Leonard et al., 2013

40
perceived Stress
CES-D
A1C
diabetes regimen adherence
blood glucose monitoring
perceived Stress
CES-D
Internalizing problems
Externalizing problems
Attention problems
Stress
Cognitive reappraisal
Expressive suppression
Emotional processing
Emotional expression
Avoidance fusion
Rumination
Internalizing problems (parent report)
Externalizing Problems (Parent report)
Internalizing problems (child report)
Externalizing Problems (Child report)
Cognitive reappraisal
Expressive suppression
Locus of control
Attitude toward drugs
Self-esteem
Decision-making
Mindfulness-MAAS
Behavior regulation
Flanker task-accuracy
Flanker task-reaction time
Star delay task
Dinky toys task
Emotion-induction go/no-go task-accuracy
Emotion-induction go-no-go task-reaction time
Overall attention accuracy
Overall response time
Intraindividual variability coefficient

psychological
psychological
biomarker
behavioral
behavioral
psychological
psychological
psychological
psychological
cognitive
psychological
coping
coping
coping
coping
coping
coping
psychological
psychological
psychological
psychological
coping
coping
psychological
psychological
psychological
coping
mindfulness
behavioral
cognitive
cognitive
cognitive
cognitive
cognitive
cognitive
cognitive
cognitive
cognitive
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Long, Renshaw, & Camarota, 2018

Lyons, Womack, Cantrell, & Kenemore, 2018

Mendelson et al., 2010

Palta et al., 2012
Semple, Lee, Rosa, & Miller 2010
Sibinga et al 2013
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Internalizing
Externalizing
Well-being
Anxiety
PTSD symptoms
Drug craving
Mindfulness-FFMQ
Freiburg mindfulness inventory
Positive affect
Negative affect
Depression
Trust in friends
Communication with friends
Teacher affiliation
Dissatisfaction with teacher
Involuntary engagement
Rumination
Intrusive thoughts
Emotional arousal
Impulsive action
Physiologic arousal
Systolic blood pressure
Diastolic blood pressure
Reduction of attention problems
Mindfulness-observe
Mindfulness-accept
Mindfulness-act with aware
Rumination
Anger express-temperament
Anger express-reactivity
Conflict
Anxiety-MASC
SCL-anxiety
SCL-somatization
SCL-hostility
Depression
Perceived stress
Positive coping

psychological
psychological
well-being
psychological
psychological
psychological
mindfulness
mindfulness
psychological
psychological
psychological
psychological
psychological
psychological
psychological
coping
coping
psychological
psychological
behavioral
psychosomatic
biomarker
biomarker
cognitive
mindfulness
mindfulness
mindfulness
coping
psychological
psychological
behavioral
psychological
psychological
psychosomatic
psychological
psychological
psychological
coping
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Sibinga, Perry-Parrish, Thorpe, Mika, & Ellen, 2014

Sibinga, Webb, Ghazarian, & Ellen, 2015

Webb, Perry-Parrish, Ellen, & Sibinga, 2018

42
Negative coping
Perceived stress
SCL-general severity index
SCL-anxiety
SCL-hostility
SCL-somatization
SCL-paranoid
SCL-depression
Negative affect
Positive affect
State trait anxiety
Coping self-efficacy
General self-efficacy
Self-esteem
CHIP satisfaction
CHIP discomfort
Mindfulness
Perceived stress
Positive coping
Response style-rumination
Response style-distraction
Response style-problem solving
SCL-hostility
SCL-somatization
SCL-paranoid
Positive affect
Negative affect
Positive coping
Negative coping
Depression
Anger express-temperament
Anger express-reactivity
Coping self-efficacy
Anxiety
Aggression
PTSD
Mindfulness
Perceived Stress

coping
psychological
psychological
psychological
psychological
psychosomatic
psychological
psychological
psychological
psychological
psychological
coping
psychological
psychological
well-being
well-being
mindfulness
psychological
coping
coping
coping
coping
psychological
psychosomatic
psychological
psychological
psychological
coping
coping
psychological
psychological
psychological
coping
psychological
psychological
psychological
mindfulness
psychological
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Woods-Giscombe et al 2019

Wright et al., 2020

Zhang & Emory, 2015
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Coping-rumination
Coping-distraction
Coping-problem solving
Aggression
Life satisfaction
Illness burden
Illness anxiety
Medication adherence
CD4+
Emotion stroop task-neutral time
Emotion stroop task-neutral accuracy
Emotion stroop task-positive time
Emotion stroop task-positive accuracy
Emotion stroop task-negative time
Emotion stroop task-negative accuracy
Insulin resistance
A1C
BMI
Wait-hip ratio
Perceived Stress
Cortisol
Daily calorie expenditure
Daily calorie intake
Daily fat
Daily carbohydrate
FACIT-27
Systolic blood pressure
Diastolic blood pressure
Adherence to DASH diet
Mindful affect
Perceived stress
Mindfulness
Perceived stress
Cortisol level
Reactive cortisol response
Pregnancy experience-uplift intensity
Pregnancy experience-hassle intensity
Depression

coping
coping
coping
psychological
well-being
psychological
psychological
behavioral
biomarker
cognitive
cognitive
cognitive
cognitive
cognitive
cognitive
biomarker
biomarker
biomarker
biomarker
psychological
biomarker
biomarker
behavioral
behavioral
behavioral
well-being
biomarker
biomarker
behavioral
mindfulness
psychological
mindfulness
psychological
biomarker
biomarker
psychological
psychological
psychological

MBIs AMONG PEOPLE OF COLOR
Note. SBP = systolic blood pressure; MAAS = The Mindful Attention Awareness Scale; FFMQ = Five Facet Mindfulness Questionnaire; SCL =
Symptoms Checklist; MASC = Multidimensional Anxiety Scale for Children; CHIP = Child Health and Illness Profile; FACIT = Functional
Assessment of Chronic Illness Therapy, Spiritual Well-being Expanded Version Scale; A1C = glycosylated hemoglobin levels
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Supplemental Material Table 3. Characteristics of included studies (k = 22)
Authors &
Year

Study Population

%Racial/
Ethnic
Minority

Mean
Age

%
Female

Total
N in
RCT

Alegria et al
2019

Latinx immigrants

100%

33.9

51.0%

341

Barnes,
Pendergrast,
Harshfield, &
Treiber, 2008

Black &
Amaro, 2019

Bluth et al.,
2016

Ellis et al.,
2019

African American
adolescents at risk
for hypertension
(with high-normal
systolic blood
pressure)
Low-income,
racially diverse
women diagnosed
with substance
use disorder
High-risk,
primarily
Hispanic
adolescents (44%
were court
involved, 67%
had prior
suspensions)
African
American, urban
emerging adults
with poorly
controlled
diabetes, all
diagnosed with
type I diabetes

100.0%

79.0%

80.0%

96.9%

15.2

32.5

17.0

18.1

57.6%

100%

39.0%

46.9%

45

Sample income

Intervention
Description

Intervention
length (wks)

Intervention
Setting

Low-income,
86.1% had
annual income <
$15,000

Dual Problems and
Early Action (IIDEA),
adapted from MBCT

12

Primary care and
Latino-serving
community-based
organizations

Usual care with
assessment and
monitoring

5

2

56

Not reported

Breathing Awareness
Meditation

12

Two high schools

225

Low-income;
72.0%
unemployed

MMWR (Moment-byMoment in Women’s
Recovery; adapted
from MBSR)

6

Residential
substance disorder
treatment program

Psychoeducation

4

27

Low-income;
88% received
reduced cost or
free lunch

L2B (Learning to
Breath; adapted from
MBSR)

11

Alternative high
school

Substance abuse
class

3

32

Mixed-level;
average
MacArthur’s
socioeconomic
index= 5.87

MBSR

9

Endocrinology
clinics

CognitiveBehavioral based
Stress Management

5

L2B (Learning to
Breath; adapted from
MBSR)

12

Public schools that
serve a high
proportion of
ethnic minority
and low-income
families

Waitlist/delayed
treatment

4

12

Two K-8
elementary schools
in an urban public
school district

Waitlist

3

12

Juvenile detention
camp

Psychotherapy with
focus on MI, goal
planning, and
successful reentry

4

Fung et al.,
2019

96.6%

14.0

67.6%

145

Low-income; 7081% students on
campus
receiving free or
reduced cost
lunch

Fung, Guo,
Jin, Bear, &
Lau, 2016

Latinx and Asian
students from
low-income
immigrant
families

100.0%

12.7

57.9%

19

Low-income

L2B (Learning to
Breath; adapted from
MBSR)

Himelstein,
Saul, &
GarciaRomeu, 2015

Youth mandated
to substance abuse
treatment

Not reported

Mindfulness-based
Substance Abuse
Treatment

16.5

0.0%

Quality
Score

Weekly 20-minutes
session on
preventing high
blood pressure for
adolescents

Largely Asian and
Latinx students
with elevated
mood symptoms

94.0%

Control Condition
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Lawler,
Esposito,
Doyle, &
Gunnar, 2019

School-aged,
internationally
adopted children

Leonard et
al., 2013

Incarcerated male
youth

Long,
Renshaw, &
Camarota,
2018

Lyons,
Womack,
Cantrell, &
Kenemore,
2018

Mendelson et
al., 2010

Palta et al.,
2012

Semple, Lee,
Rosa, &
Miller, 2010

Sibinga et al.,
2013

High-risk 5th
grade,
predominantly
African American
students from an
urban, highpoverty
alternative school
Participants are
ordered to this
program by a
judge either
pretrial or because
of a violation of
probation
Predominantly
African
Americans live in
low-income
neighborhoods
with high levels of
violence
Low-income,
urban African
American older
adults

100.0%

98.0%

98.6%

77.5%

95.9%

100.0%

46
7.9

17.4

11.7

35.8

10.1

72.9

60.4%

0.0%

34.2%

0.0%

60.8%

95.0%

Two arms of control
including (1)
executive
functioning training
and (2) no
intervention
Evidence-based
cognitive-perception
intervention focusing
on substance use and
violence

Not low; 1% of
total sample had
< $50,000 annual
income

Mindfulness Training

6

University-based
recruitment

264

Not reported

Power Source
(cognitive behavioral
therapy/mindfulness
training)

4

High-security
correctional
facility

42

Low-income
sample (100%
students were
eligible for free
or reduced
lunch)

Mindfulness-based
training

4

Urban, highpoverty alternative
school

“Good Behavior
Game”, an evidencebased behavioralbased intervention

5

125

Not reported

MBRP (mindfulnessbased Relapse
Prevention; adapted
from MBSR)

6

A drug treatment
program at a large
urban jail

Communication
skills group

4

90

Low-income;
youth live in
low-income
neighborhood
with high
violence

Mindfulness and yoga

12

Four Baltimore
City public
elementary schools

Waitlist

3

20

Low-income;
participants
recruited from a
low-income
senior housing
facility

MBSR

8

Low-income
senior housing
facility

Social support group

5

12

Waitlist

3

12

A structured program
on health
information

5

106

Low-income,
inner-city children
with academic
problems

84.0%

10.7

60.0%

25

Low-income

MBCT-C
(mindfulness-based
cognitive therapy for
children)

Low-income
urban boys

95.0%

12.5

0.0%

41

Low-income

MBSR

University clinicbased remedial
reading tutoring
program
A small
application-based,
tuition-free middle
school for urban
boys with financial
need

4

4
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43

Low-income
(clinic serve 50%
parents
unemployed)

MBSR

8

Recruited patients
of the pediatric and
adolescent
outpatient primary
care clinic of a
large, urban
tertiary care
academic hospital

50.7%

300

Low-income

MBSR

12

Two public
schools

A structured program
on health
information

2

44.1%

72

Not reported

MBSR

8

Two urban clinics

A structured program
on health
information

5

68

Not low; 67.7%
had > $40,000
annual income

Mindfulness-based
Diabetes Risk
Reduction, adapted
from MBSR

8

Recruited pts from
healthcare
agencies and
community
screening events

A conventional
diabetes riskreduction education
program

4

Low-income,
average annual
income =
$20,764

Mindfulness in
Motion and Dietary
Approaches to Stop
Hypertension (MIM
DASH)

8

Urban, academic
medical center

Two arms of control
including (1) a timeand attentionmatched weekly
group on health and
safety education and
(2) no intervention

3

4

Recruited in a
large, urban,
universityaffiliated hospital
that provides
healthcare to lowincome, minority
patients

Treatment as usual

3

Sibinga,
Perry-Parrish,
Thorpe,
Mika, &
Ellen, 2014

Low income,
urban youth

100.0%

15.0

80.0%

Sibinga,
Webb,
Ghazarian, &
Ellen, 2015

Low-income,
minority urban
youth with
significant
exposure to
violence

99.7%

12.0

HIV-infected
youth receiving
treatment

80.0%

18.7

Webb, Perryparrish,
Ellen, &
Sibinga, 2018

WoodsGiscombe et
al., 2019

Wright et al.,
2020

Zhang &
Emory, 2015

African American
adults (age 25 to
65) meeting
criteria for
prediabetes with
elevated perceived
stress
Low-income
African
Americans with
hypertension in an
urban setting

Low-income,
pregnant, African
American women

100.0%

100%

100.0%

52.6

72.3

25.3

67.7%

81.6%

100.0%

38

33

Low-income;
92.3% had <
$999 monthly
income

Mindful Motherhood

Note. MBSR = Mindfulness-based Stress Reduction; MBCT = Mindfulness-based Cognitive Therapy

A structured program
on health
information

4
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Supplemental Material Table 4. Quality coding for included studies
Randomization Blinding Baseline Dropout Intent-to
Authors & Year
treat
Alegra et al., 2019
1
1
1
1
1
Barnes, Pendergrast, Harshfield, & Treiber, 2008
1
0
1
1
0
Black & Amaro, 2019
1
1
1
1
0
Bluth et al., 2016
1
0
1
1
1
Ellis et al, 2019
1
1
1
1
1
Fung et al., 2019
1
0
0
1
1
Fung, Guo, Jin, Bear, & Lau, 2016
1
0
0
1
1
Himelstein, Saul, & Garcia-Romeu, 2015
1
1
1
1
0
Lawler, Esposito, Doyle, & Gunnar, 2019
1
0
1
1
0
Leonard et al., 2013
1
1
1
1
1
Long, Renshaw, & Camarota, 2018
1
1
1
1
0
Lyons, Womack, Cantrell, & Kenemore, 2018
1
1
1
1
0
Mendelson et al., 2010
1
1
0
1
0
Palta et al., 2012
1
0
1
0
0
Semple, Lee, Rosa, & Miller 2010
1
1
1
1
0
Sibinga et al 2013
1
1
1
1
1
Sibinga, Perry-Parrish, Thorpe, Mika, & Ellen,
2014
1
0
1
1
1
Sibinga, Webb, Ghazarian, & Ellen, 2015
1
0
0
0
0
Webb, Perry-Parrish, Ellen, & Sibinga, 2018
1
1
1
1
1
Woods-Giscombe et al 2019
1
1
0
0
0
Wright et al., 2020
1
0
0
1
1
Zhang & Emory, 2015
1
1
0
1
1
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Total
Quality
5
3
4
4
5
3
3
4
3
5
4
4
3
2
4
5
4
5
5
2
3
4

MBIs AMONG PEOPLE OF COLOR
Supplemental Materials Table 5. Aggregated effect size for included studies
Authors & Year
Number of effect sizes Hedges’ g Variance
Alegra et al., 2019
6
0.19
0.08
Barnes, Pendergrast, Harshfield, & Treiber, 2008
12
0.19
0.04
Black & Amaro, 2019
7
0.16
0.05
Bluth et al., 2016
6
0.13
0.08
Ellis et al, 2019
10
-0.06
0.01
Fung et al., 2019
6
0.66
0.01
Fung, Guo, Jin, Bear, & Lau, 2016
3
0.15
0.10
Himelstein, Saul, & Garcia-Romeu, 2015
6
0.36
0.08
Lawler, Esposito, Doyle, & Gunnar- active control, 2019
4
0.15
0.03
Lawler, Esposito, Doyle, & Gunnar- inactive control, 2019
4
0.12
0.03
Leonard et al., 2013
3
0.23
0.01
Long, Renshaw, & Camarota, 2018
3
-0.02
0.07
Lyons, Womack, Cantrell, & Kenemore, 2018
5
0.11
0.02
Mendelson et al., 2010
5
0.35
0.02
Palta et al., 2012
2
0.52
0.15
Semple, Lee, Rosa, & Miller 2010
1
-0.04
0.15
Sibinga et al 2013
9
0.15
0.05
Sibinga, Perry-Parrish, Thorpe, Mika, & Ellen, 2014
8
0.01
0.06
Sibinga, Webb, Ghazarian, & Ellen, 2015
13
0.15
0.01
Webb, Perry-Parrish, Ellen, & Sibinga, 2018
10
-0.02
0.04
Woods-Giscombe et al 2019
11
0.02
0.03
Wright et al.-active control, 2020
5
0.12
0.01
Wright et al.-inactive control, 2020
5
0.003
0.01
Zhang & Emory, 2015
7
0.37
0.05
Note. Txn = number of participants in treatment condition; Ctrln= number of participants in control condition
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Txn
172
17
114
14
16
79
9
22
33
33
147
20
54
47
12
13
22
26
159
38
38
13
13
16

Ctrln
169
39
111
13
16
66
10
22
32
31
117
22
71
43
8
12
19
17
141
34
30
13
12
17

MBIs AMONG PEOPLE OF COLOR
Supplemental Materials Table 6. Analysis of sample characteristics as moderators
Moderator variable
k
Total n Beta
95% CI
MBI studies compared to active controls
Age
16 1,450
0.0003
[- 0.003, 0.004]
Youth vs. adult
16 1,450
-0.10
[-0.24, 0.04]
Female %
16 1,450
-0.002
[-0.01, 0.01]
Regular vs. low-income
11 889
0.14
[-0.03, 0.32]
General vs. clinical
16 1,450
-0.04
[-0.19, 0.12]
Racial minority %
16 1,450
-0.0004
[-0.01, 0.01]
African American %
15 1,186
-0.10
[-0.37, 0.17]
Asian American %
14 1,114
0.17
[-0.77, 1.10]
Hispanic/Latino %
14 1,114
0.21
[-0.25, 0.68]
Multiracial %
13 989
0.32
[-1.38, 1.77]
MBI studies compared to inactive controls
Age
8
742
-0.005
[-0.01, 0.002]
Youth vs. adult
8
742
-0.20
[-0.58, 0.19]
Female %
8
742
-0.01
[-0.06, 0.03]
Regular vs. low-income
8
742
0.16
[-0.45, 0.76]
General vs. clinical
8
742
-0.45***
[-0.70, -0.20]
Racial minority %
8
742
0.06***
[0.02, 0.09]
African American %
8
742
-0.15
[-0.59, 0.30]
Asian American %
8
742
0.47
[-0.67, 1.60]
Hispanic/Latino %
8
742
0.07
[-0.61, 0.76]
Multiracial %
8
742
-0.09
[-1.33, 1.15]
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Qmodel

Qresidual

I2

model p

0.04
2.12
0.06
2.51
0.18
0.003
0.49
0.12
0.81
0.18

8.21
6.13
8.18
2.74
8.07
8.24
6.14
6.17
5.48
6.10

3.01%
0.00%
1.83%
0.00%
0.51%
2.53%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%

.842
.145
.800
.113
.674
.954
.482
.724
.368
.669

1.81
1.00
0.25
0.26
12.47
11.20
0.43
0.66
0.04
0.02

10.18
11.33
16.74
18.65
3.91
5.07
12.86
13.05
15.84
19.29

43.68%
48.77%
59.64%
61.60%
7.88%
8.09%
54.29%
53.78%
60.10%
62.79%

.178
.316
.619
.610
< .001
< .001
.514
.418
.840
.885

MBIs AMONG PEOPLE OF COLOR
Supplemental Materials Table 7. Analysis of intervention characteristics and study quality as moderators
Moderator variable
k Total n Beta
95% CI
Qmodel
MBI studies compared to active controls (k = 16, n= 1,450)
Number of weeks
16 1,450
-0.001
[-0.03, 0.03]
0.009
Intervention minutes per week
15 1,378
-0.002
[-0.004, 0.007]
1.75
Total time engaged in treatment 15 1,378
-0.0002
[-0.005, 0.0001]
1.41
Any adaptation for population
16 1,450
-0.08
[-0.50, 0.34]
0.14
Cultural adaptation
16 1,450
0.055
[-0.37, 0.48]
0.06
Study quality
16 1,450
-0.04
[-0.11, 0.02]
1.63
MBI studies compared to inactive controls (k = 8, n = 742)
Number of weeks
8 742
0.03
[-0.04, 0.09]
0.64
Intervention minutes per week
8 742
-0.004
[-0.01, 0.002]
2.11
Total time engaged in treatment 8 742
-0.000
[-0.0004, 0.0004] 0.0004
Any adaptation for population
8 742
-0.11
[-0.69, 0.47]
0.14
Cultural adaptation
8 742
-0.07
[-0.82, 0.68]
0.03
Study quality
8 742
0.10
[-0.21, 0.42]
0.42
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Qresidual I2

model p

8.24
6.05
6.39
8.11
8.18
6.61

1.54%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%

.926
.186
.235
.712
.802
.201

13.24
9.64
19.19
18.86
19.26
14.58

54.52%
42.14%
61.74%
61.06%
63.61%
57.01%

.423
.146
.984
.710
.853
.422

MBIs AMONG PEOPLE OF COLOR
Supplemental Materials Table 8. Analysis of study setting and outcome type as moderators among MBI studies compared to active
controls (total k = 16)
Moderator variable
k Effect (Hedge’s g) Beta 95% CI
p
Qmodel Qresidual I2
model p
Study setting
16
2.85
5.40
0.00% .240
Intercept (correctional/residential)
0.20
0.20 [0.05, 0.34]
.008
Community
0.05
-0.15 [-0.32, 0.03] .107
School
0.14
-0.06 [-0.25, 0.14] .560
Outcome type
42
7.36
45.39
34.24% .118
Intercept (well-being)
-0.23
-0.23 [-0.54, 0.08] .132
Psychological
0.13
0.36 [0.03, 0.69]
.032
Mindfulness
0.14
0.37 [0.02, 0.72]
.039
Behavioral
-0.05
0.18 [-0.18, 0.54] .321
Coping
0.14
0.37 [0.01, 0.74]
.046
Post-hoc outcome type
42
40.56% .044*
Well-being vs. Other
-0.23 vs. 0.10
-0.33 [-0.65, -0.01] .043 4.06
54.90
Note. In post-hoc analysis of outcome types (well-being vs. other), other types of outcomes included psychological, mindfulness,
biomarkers, coping, behavioral, and well-being outcome types.
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MBIs AMONG PEOPLE OF COLOR
Supplemental Materials Figure 1. Flowchart of sample inclusion
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MBIs AMONG PEOPLE OF COLOR
Supplemental Materials Figure 2. Funnel plot of Standard Error by Hedges’ g among included MBI studies compared to active
controls (k = 16)
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Supplemental Materials Table 3. Supplemental Materials Figure 3. Funnel plot of Standard Error by Hedges’ g among included MBI
studies compared to inactive controls (k = 8)
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Supplemental Material Figure 4. Omnibus effects of MBIs across study settings

Note. Comp = comparison condition (active or inactive); Tx n = number of participants in
treatment (mindfulness-based intervention) condition; Ctrl n= number of participants in control
condition.
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Supplemental Material Figure 5. Omnibus effects of MBIs across varied outcomes

Note. Omnibus effects were aggregated for k  2 MBI studies in comparison to control within the
same type of comparison condition. Comparison = control condition (active or inactive).

